ABCs & 123s
Story books can be found in the Juvenile Picture Book section by author’s last name.
Books with “Juv Easy Reader” above the author’s name will be found in the Juvenile Easy Reader section.
Agee, John
Z GOES HOME

Cleary, Brian
PEANUT BUTTER AND JELLYFISHES

Everybody has a job to do, and so does the letter Z. But when the workday's
done, Z goes home.

Rhyming, nonsensical verses introduce the alphabet. Readers are asked to
find hidden letters in the illustrations.

Anno, Mitsumasa
ANNO’S COUNTING BOOK

Ehlert, Lois
EATING THE ALPHABET: FRUITS & VEGETABLE FROM A TO Z

A counting book depicting the growth in a village and surrounding
countryside over twelve months.

An alphabetical tour of the world of fruits and vegetables, from apricot and artichoke
to yam and zucchini.

Baker, Keith
LMNO PEAS
Busy little peas introduce their favorite occupations, from astronaut to zoologist.

Baker, Keith
QUACK AND COUNT
Seven ducklings get ready to fly for the very first time. Playful, rhyming text
and bold illustrations capture the excitement of a day's adventures.

Base, Graeme
ANIMALIA
An alphabet book of animals.

Carle, Eric
1 2 3 TO THE ZOO: A COUNTING BOOK
Each car on the train has one more zoo animal than the one before, from the
first car with an elephant to the last with ten birds.

Carle, Eric
10 LITTLE RUBBER DUCKS
When a storm strikes a cargo ship, ten rubber ducks are tossed overboard
and swept off in ten different directions.

Christelow, Eileen
FIVE LITTLE MONKEYS JUMPING ON THE BED
A counting book in which one by one the little monkeys jump on the bed only
to fall off and bump their heads.

Franceschelli, Christopher
ALPHABLOCK
A little girl awakens to scenes from fairy tales in which she can count familiar
characters or objects from one to ten and back again.

Jay, Alison
1 2 3: A CHILD’S FIRST COUNTING BOOK
A little girl awakens to scenes from fairy tales in which she can count familiar
characters or objects from one to ten and back again.

Katz, Karen
COUNTING KISSES
How many kisses does a tired baby need to change her from crying into
sleeping.

Kontis, Alethea
ALPHA OOPS! THE DAY Z WENT FIRST
Chaos ensues when Z thinks that it's time for him to go first in the alphabet
for a change.

Lichtenheld, Tom
E-MERGENCY
The letter E has fallen and injured herself-- which letters will replace her and
how will words be spelled without her?

Litwin, Eric
PETE THE CAT AND HIS FOUR GROOVY BUTTONS

Root, Phyllis
ONE DUCK STUCK

Pete the cat loves the buttons on his shirt so much that he makes up a song
about them, and even as the buttons pop off, one by one, he still finds a
reason to sing.

In this counting book, increasingly larger groups of animals try to help a duck
that is stuck in the sleepy, slimy marsh.

Lobel, Anita
PLAYFUL PIGS FROM A TO Z
One golden morning, twenty-six pigs leave their pen, race along a country
road, and find a field of letters, where they play all day until Zeke Pig falls
asleep on a Z and they wearily return home by moonlight.

Lobel, Arnold
ON MARKET STREET
A child buys presents from A to Z in the shops along Market Street.

Martin Jr., Bill & Archambault, John
CHICKA CHICKA BOOM BOOM
An alphabet rhyme/chant that relates what happens when the whole alphabet
tries to climb a coconut tree.

McLeod, Bob
SUPERHERO ABC
Humorous superheroes such as Goo Girl and The Volcano represent the
letters of the alphabet from A to Z.

McMullan, Kate & Jim
I STINK!
A big city garbage truck makes its rounds, consuming everything from apple
cores and banana peels to leftover ziti with zucchini.

Murray, Alison
APPLE PIE ABC
When an apple pie arrives piping hot on the kitchen table, a little pup does
everything he can think of to get his paws on it.

Pfister, Marcus
ANIMAL ABC
Playful rhymes highlight the distinctive features of each animal, allowing little
listeners to guess its name.

Rathman, Peggy
10 MINUTES TILL BEDTIME
A boy's hamster leads an increasingly large group of hamsters on a tour of
the boy's house, while his father counts down the minutes to bedtime.

Juv Easy Reader
Seuss, Dr.
Dr. SEUSS’S ABC
With Dr. Seuss as your guide, learning the alphabet is as easy as A, B, C.

Juv Easy Reader
Seuss, Dr.
ONE FISH, TWO FISH, RED FISH, BLUE FISH
A story-poem about the activities of such unusual animals as the Nook,
Wump, Yink, Yop, Gack, and the Zeds.

Vamos, Samantha
ALPHABET TRAINS
Simple text uses railroads to teach children about different trains and the
alphabet.

Van Allsburg, Chris
THE Z WAS ZAPPED
Depicts how A was in an avalanche, B was badly bitten, C was cut to
ribbons, and the other letters of the alphabet suffered similar mishaps.

Viorst, Judith
THE ALPHABET FROM Z TO A
Verses running backwards through the alphabet take note of some anomalies in
English spelling and grammar

Walsh, Ellen Stoll
MOUSE COUNT
Ten mice outsmart a hungry snake.

Yates, Louise
DOG LOVES COUNTING
Dog loves his books so much that he can't put them down long enough to go
to bed! His friends help him count his way to sleep.
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